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GraQd p.rmy fla~ Day
FEBRUARY TWELFTH

FEBRUARY ELEVENTH
RHODE ISLAND' S BOYS IN BLUE

Rhode Island Education Circulars

THIRTY SEVENTH ANNUAL PROGRAM
FOR

PATRIOTIC EXERCISES IN SCHOOLS
ON

GRAND ARMY FLAG DAY
FEBRUARY ELEVENTH
1938
IN HONOR OF

The National Flag
The Grand Army of the Republic
The Birthday of Abraham Lincoln
"And fixed as yonder orb divine
That saw thy bannered blaze unfurled,
Shall thy proud stars resplendent shine
The guard and glory of the world"

The Director of Education
State of Rhode Island
(Edition of 5,000 copies)
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STATE OF RHODE lSLAND

PUBLIC EDUCATION SERVICE

GRAND ARMY FLAG DAY

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE

To Rhode Island Citizens of School and Country:
On February 11th, 1938, the school children of Rhode Island for the thirty- eighth
consecutive year pause long enough in their school work to give particular significance
to this all-important day. It is a time when the immortal Lincoln is reverently brought
before our younger citizens as an example of American leadership in times of dire sttess.
The very mention of Abraham Lincoln conjures up in our minds that great army of
Civil War veterans who stood steadfast in their endeavors to preserve our Union.
That great army of grand old men has been fast disappearing and here in Rhode Island
but very few remain. For this reason, the Flag Day program of 1938 contains
a brief history of the few survivors of the Grand Army of the Republic who represent
this patriotic organization in Rhode Island.
We cannot disassociate these men from the Flag which they so valiantly helped
to defend. Because of this fact, February 12 is also celebrated by the school children
of Rhode Island as Grand A1my Flag Day. This is one day in the year when we ask
our teachers and all the pupils in Rhode Island to pay special respect and allegiance
to this-their flag-which carries in its folds those ideals and principles which make
men free.
We must always bear in mind that every such day of special observance loses
its true value unless an honest attempt is made on the part of teachers and pupils alike
to carry forth in their everyday life the valuable lesrnns so impressively taught, to the
end that when the next annual reoccurrence of such exercises takes place all may
find in them an inspirational opportunity to carry on fo1 another year. The splendid
ideals of American Democracy are ever the object of sinister forces continually laboring for their permanent destruction. Today, even more than ever, we, as citizens
of our country, must be on our guard to eradicate these hostile forces from our
American life.
JAMES F. ROCKETT
Director of Education.
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SUGGESTIVE PROGRAM
THEME FOR FLAG DAY, 1938.

RHODE ISLAND'S BOYS IN BLUE

SoNG: SALUTE TO THE FLAG.

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE.

RECITATION: THE FLAG, RECITATION: THE GRAND

ARIIY.

SoNG. CLASS EXERCISE: TRIBUTE TO LINCOLN.
SoNG. GROUP EXERCISE:

RHODE ISLAND'S BOYS IN BLUE

ESSAY OR ADDRESS OR RECITATIONS.
ADDRESS BY A VETERAN AS GUEST. SoNG.
(Class or group exercises may easily be arranged by as.~igning to each pupil a
selection or quotation. Every program should include tributes to the flag, Lincoln,
and out Vetcrans.)
Flag of the sturdy fatheis,
Flag of the loyal sons,
Beneath its folds it gathers
Earth's best and noblest ones.
Boldly we wave its colors,
Our veins arc thrilled anew,
By the steadfast bars, the clustered stars,
The red, the white, and the blue.
Margaret Sangster.
Today we honor the Grand Army of the republic not to glorify war, but to pa}
grateful tribute to the patriotic devotion and sacrifice or the men of '61 and '65, who
saved the Union, and in saving the Union saved the constitution, with its principles of
government, which has given us our great and properous Republic. We commemorate
their heroic deeds in war and there civic devotion in peace, which have transformed
the loyalties of the past into a living force of the present for the preservation of our
country's future.
Men are honored not for what they have done for themselves alone, but for the
things they have done for others. Not the privilege or a few but the good of the
m1ny is fundamental in our civic principles. The Flag waves over all. Lincoln and
the Grand Army served for a united country. One purpose of the Constitution of the
United States of America as ordained by the people, was to promote the general welfare.
May our schools cherish this civic ideal.
-Walter E. Ranger
Flag Day Message, 1928
How humble yet how hopeful he could be;
How in good fortune and in ill the same;
Nor bitter in success, nor boastful he,
Thirsty for gold, nor feverish for fame.
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1.

THE NATIO~AL FLAG

0 STARRY FLAG OF UNION, HAIL!
0 starry flag of Union. hail!
Now wave thy silken folds on high.
The gentle breeze that stirs each sail
Prodaims a bro.id de1r fre?jom nigh.

We raise no h:md for strife or war,
We plead for peace for cv'ry land;
But love we always each bright star,
Eich color, stripe, and rain bow strand.

Who dares haul down from m:1st or tow'r, Blue field. thy stars for every state;
Thy crimson stripes, thy peerless white,
Yon emblem of Columbia's pride,
His life holds light in that dread hour,
Wave now o'er us, while our chorus
Since brave men for that flag have died.
Swells our watchword, God and Right!
CHARLES

W. JOHNSON

AMERICAN FLAG LORE

Something You Ought to Know About Old Glory
(As a dialogue for two live boys)
How many stars are on our flag?- Forty-eight.
Why this number?- It represents the number of states in the Union.
When were the last states added?-- July 4, 1912.
How mJny stripes on the flag?-Thirtecn. Seven red and six white.
Why thirteen stripes?- They represent the thirteen original colonies,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Rhode I~Iand, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina. South Carolina and Georgia.
Why are Maine and Vermont omitted?-Maine was part of Massachusetts, and Vermont was claimed by New York.
What is the language of red?-Courage.
What i~ the language of white?-Purity.
What is the language of blue?- Fidehty and truth.
For what does the flag stand?-Libcrty and Union.
Ilow many points h:1s each star on the flag?-Five.
Who proposed the five-pointed star? Betsy Ros.~.
Who first proposed the six-pointed star?-Georgc. Washington.
By what authority and when was the stars and stripes flag adopted?
-By the Continental Congress, June 14, 1777.
When arr new stars added to the flag?- July 4, following the admission
of a new state in the Union.
When "hould the flag be raised?-At ~unrise.
When should the flag be lowered? -At sunset.
When should the flag fly at half-mast?-On occasions of mourning.
On memorial day it flies at half mast from sunrise until noon, and at top
mast from noon to sunset.
-Mead Co-operation
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OUR FLAG
Our Flag-the national emblem,
The red, white and the blue,
Beloved so by all patriots
Each vowed he would be true;
Today we pledge allegiance
And truly grateful feel
To our faithful forefathers
For sacrifice, toil and zeal;
We love "Our Flag" when flying
The highest mountain peak,
Gorgeous gleaming beauty
Real courage doth bespeak;
We love "Our Flag" when marching
Leading the grand parade,
Its dash and flash and color
To martial music swayed;
We love "Our Flag" when displayed
On ocean-going ships,
Tho' we travel the world 'round
Its praise be on our lips;
We love "Our Flag" when unfurled
Above our cottage door,
An inward spirit moves us
To love home and country more;
"Our Flag" when raised in conflict,
Triumphant spirit high,
Our troops imbued with bravery
Would for its honor die;
"Our Flag"-a symbol supreme
When hanging at half mast,
What honor be more fitting
To a hero who has passed;
"Our Flag" whene'er we see it
Fills the soul with delight,
None so grand in all the world
"Om Flag" by divine right.
BERTHA CARRIER,

in "National News"

"For every star in its field of blue
For every stripe of stainless hue.
Ten thousand of the tried and true
Have lain them down and died."

"Our country for ever! On the folds of her flag
Thi~ motto of freedom is blawned full high;
Run up the proud ensign; from the loftiest crag
Of liberty's steep let it float to the sky."
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HAIL TO THE FLAG OF OUR COUNTRY
Hail to the flag of our country,
The red, the white and the blue,
The stars and the stripes of Old Glory,
The Star-Spangled Banner, too:
The red says, "Be brave and be noble,"
The White, "Be good and true,"
The blue says, "Be honest and faithful,"
And this flag will take care of you,"

Marching along with our banner
Brave and true and strong,
Americans ever we're pledging
To keep it from any wrong:
We'll guard and protect it forever,
The Banner of the Free,
The Red, White and Blue of our country,
The one flag for you and me.
-MARGARET M. CoLTON.

Girls and boys of America, you are the hope of the world!
Not men and women of America, not even young men and women of America but
boys and girls! You who carry the unblunted swords of ten to seventeen, you are the
ones who are the hope of the world. Not to die for the world, but to live for the world,
to think fo1 it, to work for it; to keep sharp and unstained by rust the splendid sword
of the spirit!

THE FLAG SPEAKS.
Born during the Nation's infancy, I have grown with it, my stars increasing in
number as the Country has grown in size; the dom:un over which I wave expanding until
the sun on my flying folds now never sets. Filled with significance are my cclors of red,
white and blue into which have been woven th£ strength and courage of American manhood, the love and loyalty of American womJnhood. Stirring are the stories of my
stars and stripes. I symbolize the soul of America, typifying her ideals and aspirations,
her institutions and traditions. I reflect the we:ilth and grandeur of this great Land
of Opportunity.
I represent the Declaration of Independence. I stand for the Constitution of the United States. I signify the Law of the Land. I tell the achievements
and progress of the American people in art and science, invention and commerce,
transportation and industry. I wave exultantly over the scho::>l houses of the Land,
for Education is the keystone of the Nation and the school-room is my Citadel.
I am the badge of the Nation's greatness and the emblem of its Destiny, the symbol
of all we are, all we hope to be, I am honored an:i revered by all who know me. Believing in me, my people sing in prose and poetry the things for which I stand.
Insult Me, And Millions Will Spring To My Defence!
I AM THE AMERICAN FLAG!
The American Flag: Its Glory and Grandeur
The United States Flag Association.
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OUR NATIONAL EMBLEM

This nation has a banner; the symbol of liberty. It is the banner of dawn. It
means liberty; and the galley slave, the poor, the trodden down creature of foreign
despotism, sees in the American flag th:i.t very promise an:! prediction of God.
Our flag carries American ideas, American history and American feeling. Beginning with the colonies and coming down to our time, it has gathered and stored chiefly
this supreme idea: Divine right of liberty in man. Every color means liberty; every
form of star and beam of stripe of light means liberty; liberty through Jaw, and laws
.for liberty!
How glorious has been its history! How divine is its meaning! In all the world
is there a banner that carried such hope, such grandeur of spirit, such soul-inspiring
truth, as our dear old American flag? Made by liberty, made for liberty, nourished
in its spirit, carried in its service.-Henry Ward Beecher.

THE FLAG
There's no coward stripe upon it,
And no shame is written on it,
All the blood that's in its crimson
Is the blood of manhood true;
There's no base and brutal glory
Woven sadly in its story.
It's a bright flag, and a right flag,
And the flag for me and you.
It's the flag without a fetter;
It's the flag of manhood better;
It has never done a mean thing,
Never waved above a brute;
Greed and hate is never shielded,
Unto wrong it never yielded,
It's a fine flag, a divine flag
That in reverence we salute.
It's the flag of all the glory
That is written in man's story;
It's the emblem of his freedom
And the hope of men oppressed;
It asks no disgraceful duty,
Never stains with shame its beauty.
It's a pure flag, and a sure flag,
It is our flag and the best.
-The American Boy.

We Honor Them All.

Tune-Sweet and Low.
Sweet and low, sweet and low,
Now let our music be,
Low, low, soft and slow,
Soft as the murmuring sea,
After the battle and toil of life,
The heroes who conquered in the strife
Low in their graves now lie;
And we reverence them ,
And we honor them all.
Sweet and low, sweet and low,
O'er thEir graves we sing,
Go, go, gently, go,
Scatter the flowers we bring,
Scatter them on each hallowed grave,
Thus we remember our faller brave.Remember them all with love,
While we sing of them,
While we honor them all.
Selected
Wisconsin Memorial Day Annual
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The School house Flag.
How beautiful it blows
Over the roofs so high,
With stripes like the heart of the rose,
And stars as white as the snows,
On background of freedom's sky!
Flag that the children love,
Flag that their hands have wrought,
And spread to the sun above,
And blest in their childish thought.
Every flash of its bars,
Every gleam of its stars,
Kindles the patriot love afreshAll the lives for it lost,
Every tear that it cost,
Woven into its silken mesh.
The Stripes of Old Thirteen
On the Sky-born flag of your mother State
Bright with their own and their children's stars,
The herald finger of Fame relates
Their story in crimson sabre-scars
The northern winter and southern heat
Shall ebb and flow to their silkPn swell
o·~r the domes where civic sages meet,
And the roofs where stnplings read and spell,
Till the youngest learns what its colors means
And hocor the stripes of the Old Thirteen.

Spread it, 0 hand of youthSymbol of loftiest truth,
Splendor of conquering mightSpread it from learning's height!
0 shall it be unfurled
Over the widest world,
And waken beyond the sea
Republics that are to be.
James Buckham
The Red, White, and Blue
Welcome. bright fl3g! welcome to-day
Above the schoolhouse noat for aye
Our country's pride. our country's boast
From Maine to the Pacific co:ist,
Thy •tarry folds we raise on high
And vow for thee to l'vP or d,e.
Banner all glorious, noot rver o'f'r us!
Every stnr shining there steadfast and true~
Holding the lesso~ of Union bt':ore us,
Written for aye m the red, white, and blue

Selected.

Selected.

COLUMBIA FLAG SALUTE
O! starry flag, from heaven's colors born,
To light the way of liberty for men
To curb the tyrant, break the slavish chains
And sound the call of freedom o'er the earth,
Rise! Rise! on heaven's breeze to heaven's dome
Unfurl thy glorious colors in the sky!
Inspire anew in every heart and mind
A patriot love of truth and home and native land.-Wm. W. Evans
SALUTE TO UNITED STATES FLAG
The form of salute is prescribed by section 12 of chapter 66 of the General Laws
as amended by chapter 1927, Public Laws, 1932.
The salute to the flag shall be as follows: I pledge allegiance to the flag of the
United States of America and to the republic for which it stands; one nation indivisible; with liberty and justice for all.
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II. THE GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC

Just before Memorial Day, 1937, the Providence Journal published, daily, a series
of very interesting articles, written by George F. Troy, Jr., under the title "Rhode
Island's Boys in Blue."
Interviews were conducted with the last fifteen men representing the Grand Army
of the Republic in Rhode Island. These interviews are colorful stories of their experiences, thrilling and intimate pictures of hardship and privation, victories and defeats. They make vividly real once more the intense sruggle between the North and
the South.
Through the courtesy and co-operation of the Editors of the Providence Journal
permission has been obtained to reprint in our Flag Day Program these valuable
sketches of "Rhode Island's Boys in Blue .. "

RHODE ISLAND'S BOYS IN BLUE
By George F . Troy, Jr.
There seems to be no end to the novels and histories about the Civil War and such
a titanic struggle that split a nation will probably always tempt authors and histo1 ians.
But there is one source cf information about the war that will, in a few years, be
mustered out of the world forever.
Of the 23,000-odd men Rhode Island supplied to the Union Army, only a handful
are left. Some have dropped out of public notice entirely. But those whc are members
of the Grand Army of the Republic have been remembered through its records. Today
just 15 old men comprise the roster of the Department of Rhode Island which once
numbered 2944 men.
Although most of them are over 90,and one is approaching tl\e century mark.they
still can give remarkably vivid accounts of the struggle. Some remember whole attacks, whole battles. Oth€rs have forgotten much, but find their fading memories
bringing back now and then small episodes, personalities, skirmishes.
Together their stories present a running picture of the war from the beginning
to the end. One of these men, a former slave, remembers the rumble of guns to the
the south of his master's plantation all one 1ainy Sunday. That was the battle of Bull
Run, the first of the war. Later he escaped and joined the Union Army.
There are others who remember the end, who fought Lee's ragged, starving army
back along the Appomattox to the court house where he finally surrendered.
Antietam Creek, South Mountain, Spottsylvania, the siege of Richmond and
Petersburg, the grim struggle in the Wilderness saw some of these survivors in the thick
of the battle.
In this small squad of 15 soldiers are the last two survivors of the famous First
Rhode Island Cavalry which fought all through the war. There is the last member
of the 14th Heavy Artillery, the State's only colored regiment.
One man-the oldest-shook Lincoln's hand and two days later read of his
assassination. Another ran away three times to enlist and twice was hauled back by
his mother. The third time he stuck. He was 14 years old.
These men served under many famous generals: Grant, old Hooker, Sherman,
Sheridan and Rhode Island's own General Burnside.
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Rhode Island played an important part in the formation of the Grand Army of
the Republic, and General Burnside was elected its third commander-in- chief.
The department's first post, Prescott Post, named for a young lieutenant who fell
mortally wounded leading a charge, was chartered in 1867. The last man in this post,
James A. Abbott of this city, died only last fall.
Nine other comrades died during the past year with the result that four more of
the original 27 posts were mustered out. The 15 surviving comrades now represent
only eight posts-and none of these meet any longer.
The department lost its three senior officers last year and only three of the veterans
were able to tum out for a special convention to fill the vacancies. But six of them
reported for the 69th annual encampment this month and Commander Charles H.
Lewis of Pawtucket hopes that the encampments will be held as long as there is a man
left.
Memorial Day-once the exclusive observance for Civil War soldiers-will
probably pass this year with few of the G. A. R. men attending the exercises. Some
swear they will get out rain or shine. But they'll have to ride in cars. The day when
the veterans marched along in line, the centre of all eyse, is gone forever.
Now they are old men, held to their rockers, recalling old battles. From their
accounts, it is evident that time has wiped out the memory of the war's horrors, its
sordidness, its privations and even its hatreds. For after all the combatants were
countrymen. Instead, then' is left in their minds an echo of the exciting things, the
humor and brawling of camp life, acts of bravery, a feeling that the "johnnies" were
young chaps like theJ:ll:lelves, fighting because they wue told to and never counting
the cost at the moment.
They sit and tell their stories over and over again, perhaps adding a bit of color
if their listeners are sympathetic. In the midst of recalling the old experiences
and adventures of early days, they forget aching bones, the pain of old wounds, the
loneliness and the shadows that all old people see at the slowly closing end of life.
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JERRY HOPKINS
Hopkins Is Only G. A. R. Veteran Left At Soldiers' Home

In a small neat room in the Soldiers' Home
at Bristol lives ]f'rry Hopkins, 96, erstwhile
No. 1 man on a 12-pound fidd gun of the first
Rhode Island Regiment, Light Artillery, Company D, the Union Army.
Of course Jerry occupies a place of honor
among his colleagues of other wars because
he is the only G. A. R. veteran left at the Home.
But more than that, he's looked upon with amused affection as a regular guy in the everyday life of the Home. One of the things stamping him as such is his mild but continuous flow
of profanity, a natural part of his conversation.
Ask him about the Civil War and he'll
answer:
"By -! I've had all the war I wanted.
War is hell, mister!"
Nevertheless he's quite willing to recall
a few things about that war-about Antietam,
where he got a nasty leg wound behind the
old Dunkirk Church; about Rhode Island's
General Burnside, under whom he served.
And old General Hooker.
96-Year-Old CivlJ War Veteran Recalls
"There was a plunger for you!" he laughed
Battle of Antietam, In Which He
Was Wounded, and Other Incidents in a quavering chuckle, a chuckle that probably
of sttu~e.
had great power once.
And General McDowell, the unfortunate
young man whose troops ran so shamefully before the rebels in the First Battle of Bull
Run. Perhaps it was the humiliation of that defeat that caused McDowell's anguished
exhortation to his men at the second Battle of Bull Run a year later. Jerry was in that
battle, a youth of 22.
"I remember McDowell ridin' by in the thick of it. He. wasn't no further off than
that wall, and he says, 'Boys, don't give up this time or the country will never forgive
us.' And it wa'nt two minutes later when we were all putting across Bull Run with
rebels after us."
The memory left him a little sheepish even at this date. But Antietam. Ah,
that was different.
''We broke thar backs then! Yes-sir, we didn't know where Lee was headin' but
we stopped him!" Jerry wagged his head with satisfaction, drummed a military tatto on
the arms of his chair and aimed a shot at the china cuspidor on the floor.
Antietam was second only to Shiloh in bloodshed. Jerry recalls that three men
on his gun were knocked out of action in that surging, passionate struggle around Antietam Creek. The gun got so hot from firing that you couldn't lay a hand on it. And,
then Jerry get his. Doesn't know what hit him yet. Must have been a piece of shell,
anyway it left a hole as big as-he seaz:ched the room for a comparison-well, as big
around as the iron leg of his bed.
His cot is in an alcove. At the foot is a color protrait of Abe Lincoln, on the side
wall an American flag, and at the head, a nearly life•size cardboard figure in color of
Shirley Temple-dimples, yellow hair and all.
The wound put him out of the war for good and later he returned to Hopkin's
Hollow in Coventry, his birthplace. And now after a long, long life he's at the Soldiers' Home. He has everything he wants. He even has freedom because he can go
out and around when he wants to. He's jealous of that freedom.
"There ain't no strings on me at all," he says, and he's a 1 ittle fierce about it.
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CHARLES H. LEWIS
Youngest Civil War Veteran Of State Served Union
As Drummer Boy

Charles H. Lewis of Pawtucket, youngest
Civil War veteran in the State and Department
Commander of the Rhode Island G. A. R., had
to run away from home three times before he
succeeded in joining the Union forces.
He was only fourteen at the time, and the
first two times he ran away his mother hastened after him and took him back home.
"The third time," he chuckles, "I wasn't
so lucky. She didn't come."
And that's how he became a drummer boy
and stretcher bearer for Company F, Sixth
New Hampshire Infantry, for the last 18 months
of the Civil War.
He was sent to Alexandria, Va., with his
regiment from Concord, N. H., and the company of his father and two brothers came into
camp shorty afterwards. Young Lewis found
his father chatting with several other soldiers
and walked up to him with outstretched hand.
"I said, 'How do you do, Father,' and he
looked al me and said, 'Why didn't your mother
send the cradle'?"
State Department Commander or the
His father was all for packing his youngest
G. A. R. Ran Away from Home to
Join Union Forces as a Drummer son back home, because he didn't want the boy
Jugging one of those heavy government drums
Boy.
around. But the company officers wanted
Drummer Lewis to stay, so they pitched in $40 to send to Baltimore for a lighter drum.
"I carried that drum right up to Lee's surrender at Appom:ittox," Mr Lewis. said,
adding he wouldn't take $1000 for it now-if he had it. On the return from Appomattox, the drum got heavier and heavier and he finally pitched it into a river. What
was the use? The war was over...... .
There were 11 drummers and 10 fifers in his regiment, but death claimed some and
others left the servic(' until he was the only drummer left for the final review and parade of his regiment in Washington. Then came the proud day, after he was mustered
out in July, 1865, when he went home and spread his pay, $240 in new $5 bills out over
the dining room table. New dishes were bought with some of the money and he has
several plates still...... .
Always loyal to the memory of fallen comrades, Mr Lewis has never yet missed
a Memorial Day parade. This faithfulness is also reflected in his long service in the
Grand Army of the Republic. In 1930 he was elected National Junior Vice Commander and four times he has been elected commander of the State Department. Last
December, when a special election was ci\lled to fill the vacancies in the State offices
caused by the death of three comrades, Mr Lewis was one of three veterans who
went out, even though the day was rainy.
On that day when he was elected commander, he said he hoped the Department
would hold its annual encampment as long as there was a G. A. R. man left in the State.
Each year, of late, he has made it a practice to be in both the Providence and Pawtucket parades on Memorial Day. He'd like to do the same thing this year, bnt it all
depends on his health. Although he is the youngest of the few veterans left in the State
Commander Lewis will be 89 years old June 19, 1937.
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DR. CHARLES H. LEONARD
Dr. Leonard Student At Yale When He Joined With
Union Forces

Providence Physician who Is Proud
of Civil War Record and Fl!Utt
Allalnst Smallpox.

The Rebel bullets never found a mark in
Dr. Chatles H. Leonard of this city and thousands of Providence children benefitted thereby.
When the Civil War broke out, he was a
carefree young student at Yale. Like all his
classmates, he thought the war offered. a chance
for excitement and it wasn't long before he
enlisted.
He served nine months, seeing more excitement and fighting than he had counted on,
got typhoid, was discharged and returned to
Yale. Eventually he won his medical degree
at Columbia and came to Providence in 1870.
Here he joined another battle, that against the
scourge of smallpox.
Assuming the position of vaccinating physician for the city, one he held 63 years, Dr.
Leonard vaccinated 179,000 persons, most of
them children. Under his supervision, clinics
were established in a number of schools and
social centres.
Today at 95, Dr. Leonard still possesses
the kindly good nature that helped dispel the
fears of child1en brought to him for inoculation.
A short, stocky man, he is somewhat bent by
the weight of years, but his eyes are keen and
he presents a distinguished appearance with

his high forehead and white beard.
He's very proud of his record in vaccinations, believing it unequaled anywhffe.
And he'~ just as proud of his position as one of the few Civil War veterans left in the
State. The days of '61 still remain strong in his memory.
He enlisted in Company A of the 45th Massachusetts Infantry and almost immediately was sent to North Carolina. His outfit, under General Foster, engaged in what
was called the "pepperbox" strategy. Small bodies of troops all during the early years
of the conflict were sent on sudden raids here and there. This policy was abandoned
after Grant took charge of the Union forces because the raids netted little, were too
scattered to effect any centralized result. Nevertheless they meant warfare, just as
bitter and bloody as the more famous battles of the war, Dr. Leonard says.
"I remember seeing one man have his face blown off and I did plenty of ducking
after that," he said.
Using his cane to demonstrate how heavy artillery was swung into line, he told
of the raid that Foster made on Goldsboro from his base at Newbeme. Dr. Leonard
fought in that battle. and also the skirmishes at Kinston and Whitehall along the line
of march. Sometimes the army's own guns were as danguous as the rebel guns, he
recalled, telling of how one of the huge guns exploded during the raid, twisting the
muzzle into a mass of shattered iron.
Dr. Leonard has been one of the G. A. R's. most faithful members. At
present he is Department Assistant Adjutant and Quartermaster General, and
probably will be the last man to hold this office. The city's only surviving G. A. R.
man, Dr. Leonard is also the last of his post, the famous Slocum Post, which once munbered hundreds. A fine crowd of young fellows, he recalled, with a shake of his head.
"We used to have a lot of fun at our meetings."
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CHARLES H. BULLOCK
One of the Liveliest of Fifteen Remaining Members
Drop into a certain East Providence diner
almost any morning about 4 o'clock when
the birds are beginning to sing but the city's
still snoring.
At one end, you'll probably see an old man
quietly eating his breakfast, an old man with
sweeping moustaches, white hair and a humorous glint in his eyes. This is Charles H.
("Cha,lie") Bullock, who has been getting up
before dawn nearly all the 96 years of his life
because he believes that's one of the best things
a man can do to preserve his health.
Independent, witty, in full possession
of all his faculties, he is one of the liveliest and
most active of the remaining 15 G. A. R.
veterans in the state. And despite the fact
that the other 277 men of Bucklin Post have
passed on, leaving him only with memories
of those lively Tuesday night meetings, he still
enjoys life very much.
One morning more than 70 years ago he
got up and joined the Union Army to fight the
rebels. This required courage, not because
of musket and cannon balls, but because his
East Providence G A. R. Vet who
father, "an old-fashioned Democrat" secretly
Is One of Most Active of "Men
sympathized with the South, and forbade
In Blue•• Despite 96 Years.
young Charlie to have any truck with the war.
But his two older brothers joined because
they "was a mind to" and soon Charlie followed, enlisting in the 22nd Company of the
Massachusetts infantry. He doesn't remember much about the war-seems to recall
more about his boyhood on the Swansea farm where he was born.
"But war was harder then than it is now," he says. "There weren't any shell
holes to duck into. We lived on hardtack and salt pork because ther€ weren't any
army cooks. And a Jot of men died that might have been saved if there'd been the right
kind of medical care. I've seen wounded men, still breathing, tumbled into trenches
and buried because it was figured they'd die anyway."
Mr. Bullock is a familiar figure at many public gatherings. They're always
coming after him to take him out, he says with a grin, and he obliges. He even makes
speeches on occasion because he's well up on current events.
Last December he was one of three G. A. R. men to tum out for a Department convention and was elected Senior Vice Commander. He is one of two surviving Past
Commanders of the State Department.
He always gets a kick out of appearing at all these meetings because people never
believe he's as old as he is. He has a little joke about that. When it's time to go home
and kind ladies begin to flutter around him, he says:
"Well, now, I'd better be g€tting along because I promised my grandmother I'd
be home early tonight."
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GEORGE H. SPAULDING
Recalls His Dangerous Tasks During The Civil War

Seventy-five years ago a regiment of cheering and shouting young men pulled out of
Rhode Island for the battlefields of the South.
As the First Rhode Island Cavalry, they were
destined to win fame for fierce and devil-maycare fighting all through the Civil War.
Of that throng, only one remains: George
H. Spaulding of Central Falls. A man of 96,
Mr. Spaulding can still recall the thundering
cavalry charges, the dangerous raids, the thrills
and privations of the war. He joined the
Rhode Island company at 21 years of age,
along with his brother, John, now dead.
To George fell the dangerous task of dispatch rider and orderly, a job which brought
him into constant contact with many famous
Union leaders: Grant, Sheridan, Hooker, Burnside. An army campaign means nothing of
course unless the various units are in touch
with headquarters continuously. With no
field telephones or portable radios in the days
of the Civil War, the dispatch riders provided
these links, riding through enemy territory,
always in danger of capture, going days without
food.
The responsibility of those missions left a
deep impression on Mr. Spaulding through

one incident alone.
"They told me once to carry a particularly important dispatch in my mouth and
that if I was captured, I was to swallow it immediately," he recalls with a chuckle.
But he never was captured, or wounded, although he came close to both more than
once.
Raiding parties also provid€d plenty of excitement, he remembers, although the
raids were not always directed at the enemy. Food was scarce and stray lambs lived
very short lives. For years after the war, Mr. Spaulding couldn't bear the sight of lamb
for dinner. He recalls also the raid on a a Southern family just sitting down to a Christmas dinner. The calverymen cleaned up the turkeys, and about everything edible
in sight.
With his regiment, he fought through three years and eleven months of the struggle
and was in at the fiml campaign, ending in the surrender at Appomattox. He was
in the cavalry battle that Sheridan fought with Lee's starving but courageous troops
at Five Forks, near Richmond. The battle marked one of Lee's final stands as he retreated along the Appomatox.
After being mustered out, Mr. Spaulding came back to Rhode Island. Later he
took a prominent part in the formation of the of the first city government when Central
Falls became a city in 1895, and served on the first City Council. Until his retirement
a few years ago, he w~s considered one of the oldest, if not oldest, active grocers in the
country, having founderl. a meat market with his brothers about 1876.
He is the only surviving menber of Ballou Post, No. 2, G. A. R.
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AMASA P. TABER
McGregor Post Commander Regrets Six Survivors Can
Meet No Lon ger

Last Commander of McGr•Aor Post
Has Done Much to Keep Pawtu%et,
Valley Un it Alive.

Down in the Pawtuxet Valley, McGregor
P~t of the G. A. R. was once one of the largest
and liveliest of the department. Today it is
the largest although its ranks are reduced to
six old men. Other posts have no more than
two men surviving.
The post was lively because it had a particular esprit de corps in the days when the
Civil War was still a fresh memory and battles
l ike Fair Oaks, Malvern Hill and Cold Harbor
were more than mere names. All the boys
were VaUey men. They enjoyed each other's
company. And the spirit survived even as
fewer and fewer comrades answered the roll
caUs as the years rolled along.
The six now left met regularly for many
years because they understood one anotheJ
and thereby found comfort in a rapidly changing
world that forgot easily. But old age exacted
i ts toll. The spirit was willing but the fiesh
was weak. Finally the meetings stopped altogether.
No one bewails this more than Commander Amasa P . Taber, 91, of West Warwick.
Probably the last commander of the post, he
had been particularly faithful to his duties and
through him the post spirit had been kept alive

for the past five years.
Interviewed at his home, he talked somewh:it sadly of the other five comrades.
The last meeting had been just a year ago and since then he had seen little of the others.
And fo1 that reason he welcomed the visit especially because the interviewer brought
news of several comrade,;.
Did he know Jerry Hopkins? Of course he did. Jerry was a particular friend.
And the story of that friendship goes back to the Civil War. Jerry enlisted in the
First Rhode Island Light Artillery and Mr. Taber later joined the same outfit.
\Vhile in training at Fairhaven, Conn., he and 26 other boys were stricken with
spinal meningitis. Only three survived and Mr. T.iber was one. He was brought
back to theValley on a stretcher and for a long while hovered near death.
"Jerry Hopkins sat up nights for two months, watching me," Mr. Taber said.
"I'll never forget that."
Mr. Hopkins is down at the Soldiers' Home in Bristol now and Mr. Taber hasn't
seen him for a long time. Another comrade ,John Hallihan of Phenix, oldest of the
Rhode Island veterans at 99, \Vas also a member of the regiment and the three are the
only survivors of all those men.
Mr. Taber was glad to hear good reports from Stephen H . Kettle and Charles
Ballou, who live in Nooseneck, and also from E':lward Taylor of Riverpoint, who had
carried the post colors for 46 years. Elisha Watson of Anthony was a particular crony,
but he hadn't seen him for two months.
For m,my years he had charge of Pawtuxet VaUey's celebration and although he
can no longer take an active part in planning the program, he feels it his duty not to
forget dead comrades on that day.
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ELISHA R. WATSON
Anthony Veteran Recalls Union Mine Fiasco At Petersbu~

One of the most disastrous episodes of
the Civil War was the fiasco of the Union Army's
mine explosion at Petersburg. Like the charge
of the Light Brigade, thousands of Union troops
rushed into a literal valley of death, all because
someone had blundered.
Ont' of tht boys who charg!'CI with the rest,
blindly following orders, was Eli~ha R. Watson
of Anthony. Now, having reached the age of
93, he still can r<"Call with remarkable vividness
the chaos and terror of that hot July day which
for him ended, not in death, but with capture
by the "Johnnies" and seven long months of
impr isonment.
At Petersburg in 1864, the two armies lay
behind fortifications less than 50 yards apart.
Grant's plan was tc tunnel secretly under the
Confederate lines, lay a great mine or some
four ton of powder, blow a gap in the earthworks
and rush his troops through, cutting Lee's
army in two and compelling its retreat.
Historians generally btlieve that the affait was badly managed. And !\Ir. Watson
93·Year Old Mcmhcr of McGret1or Post,
Gen. James H. Ledlie. chosen for the
W1!3t Warwick, Who Reli9"3 0-,1ys In agrees.
task, ordered his men to advance into the breach,
Rebel Prison.
but he did not lead them. He stayed safely
in a ravine behind the Federal lines.
Mr. Watson remembers th£ excitement of waiting for the tremendous explosion.
It came and the troops chanted forward into the great crater opened up. But leaderless as they were, the attack faltered. Lee quickly and coolly rallied his line against
the milling Northerners. They were pushed back into the crater. The slaughter
was trrrific as the Rebels poured raking fire onto the Union forces. And that scene is
something Mr. Watson won't forget.
"Our Colonel, a man with an artificial leg, called the colors to him and ordered
our brigade to fall m around them for a charge against one or the Rebel batteries commg
up into position. I remember he had his head hunched down between his shoulders
as he stood with his back to the enemy. Then the Rebel battery opened up and say,
talk about a hail of bullets; there never was such a storm of canister i:hot as came down
that crater.
"The Colonel's artificial leg was shot away and he thanked his stars it wasn't his
good one. A couple of the boys supported him while he urged us on. The rebel brigade
charged, but we fought back. I couldn't sec losing what ground we had gained."
And the others felt the same way, apparently. But it was a futile bravery.
The Union men foll like flifs before that terrific raking fire, 4000 being lost. \\"1tson
figured he had fired his musket 70 times before a ball jammed halfway down. Watson's
Colonel finally waved a handkerchief on the end of a ramrod. Watson remembers a
young Confederate coming across the field to him, laughing good humoredly. The
youth gave him a drink out of his cant~n because Watson's had been emptied hours
before.• •. . .. ..•
He can still tell h,rir-raising stories about the battles or Sount Mountain and Antietam Creek. IIc can still remember the cheer that he raised with his comrades when
they learned of Lee's surrender at Appomattox. And those stirring memories are
eno.igh for any min.
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JOHN W. HOLLIHAN
Phenix Veteran Is Last of Company Which Fout1,ht
In Twelve Major Battles

Ask almostany boy in Phenix where John
W. Hallihan, the Civil War veteran, lives and
he'll probably know.
For John, now 99 years old and the grand
old man cf the remaining Union veterans in the
State, had enough of experiences in Civil WaI
battles to keep many a child hanging on his
words as he yarned away, sitting in the sun.
But this past year, John has slowed up a
bit. Neither the sun nor the children see much
of him for he's pretty well confined to his home.
From his armchair he looks out upon the spring
and remembers the days of his youth-and all
the comrades who have died while he lived on.
It was the fifth of September in 1861 when
John told his father he was going to follow his
brother and help quell the rebellion. He went
off with Battery E of the First Rhode Island
Light Artillery and didn't come back for three
years.
Now he stands the last of that doughty
company which won for its bullet-pierced battle flag the insignia of twelve major engagements,
Grand Old Man of Union Veterans In
some
of the fiercest battles of the war.
State, Nearing Century Mark. Recalls
With the company he fought with Mc CielExperiences Many Civil War Battles.
Ian's Army of the Potomac up Virginia peninsula
to within four miles of Richmond, the Confede1 ate capital. Then in the bloody and disastrous Seven Days Battles, Lee forced
the Union men back to Malvern Hill. There Jchn Hallihan with the rest gave the rebels
yell for yell and shot for shot as they charged up the hill time and again, cnly to be
mowed down.
In that battle John lost his first comrade. A rebel shell, ricochetting across the
field, smashed into the field piece, killing John Harrop of Riverpoint, Hallihan 's childhood friend. Mr. Hallihan still remembers the emotions of that moment: the horror
followed by insane rage as he grabbed the rammer and sponge Harrop had dropped,
and went on loading the gun.
Then followed the second battle of Bull Run, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville,
the Wilderness, Gettysburg down to the siege of Petersburg and thr0ugh it all John
escaped injury. But in a hot skirmish at City Point Courthouse a rebel shell smashed
his gun, killing horses and wrecking the wooden gun carriage. A fragment of wheel
spoke was driven deep into John's right leg above the ankle, stripping the flesh. That
laid him up for seven weeks.
But he was back in time to be stationed with his battery for th£ mine explosion
at Petersburg, ready to drive through after the fost infantry charge. In the infantry
columns was Elisha Watson of Anthony, another neighbor of John's. But the charge,
left leaderless by blundering generals, was a fiasco and the batteries never did follow.
Elisha was captured by the rebels that day.
But one of Mr. Hollihan's most vivid memories is the day he left Washington to
come home and up the station platform he saw the tall form and gaunt face of the man
he and the Union army had fought for, President Lincoln.
"I walked right over to him," John recalls, "and bade him good bye, and he ~hook
my hand. That's the kind of a man he was-really democratic."
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JOSEPH T. RAY

Newport Veteran Expected to Be Only G. A. R. Man
in Line in Newport

One day this spring, Joe Ray looked out
t he window and decided that the grass needed
cutting. His 90 years proved no hindrance
a nd so he cut it despite the remonstrances of
his daughter.
That gives a clue to the condition and
spirit of Mr. Ray, one of Newport's two surviving G. A. R. men.A tall spare man, with cheerful
demeanor set off by a wide grin, he is a familiar
figure around the city because he gets out quite
a bit under his own power. He can't stand
inactivity.
Only last week he attended a preliminary
meeting of Newport's Memorial Day committee
a nd made a speech. Most of the Civil War
v etrrans left will find it hard to appear on that
day, let alone take an active part in planning
for it. But Mr. Ray says he will be in line,
r ain or shine, in his old blue uniform. He's
o ut to upheld the honor of the Lawton- Warren
P ost ,No. 5.
He c-an remember the days before the
L awton Post and Warren Post merged because
Newport G. A. R. Veteran Who Gets o f thinning ranks. The two posts used to meet
Around to Many Events Despite His with more than 300 members answering the
90 Years.
roll calls. Now only Mr. Ray and Theodore
Hudson are left.
In all probability, Mr. Ray may be the only Civil War veteran in line Memorial
Day, for Mr. Hudson has not been able to get out for thE past four years.
Mr. Ray had just turned 18 when he and two friends thought they'd better join up
with the Union forces. Hiking up from Bristol, where they lived, they sought to enlist
in the 14th Rhode Island Heavy Artillery, an all-colored regiment. But enlistments
had been stopped and they were signed up with the 118th infantry.
Although Lee's surrender came the next month, their outfit was shipped off to
Brownsville, Tex..and Mr. Ray served a year before being mustered out at Louisville,
Ky., in February, 1866.
His honorable discharge certificate, neatly framed, forms part of the Civil War
mementos in his home. These include a large steel engraving of the Battle of Gettysburg and an old percussion cap musket.
The rifle brought back mimories and Mr. Ray gave a graphic demonstration of
how it was loaded through the muzzle. The bayonet reminded him of a peculiar
form of punishment inflicted with that weapon on the boys when they became unruly
in camp.
"They use to tie the bayonet across your mouth and behind your ears," he said.
"Buck an' gag, that's what they called it."
He grinned broadly.
"Ah always tried to behave and so Ah never got punished like that."
He used to carry the musket in all the G. A. R. parades in earlier days, but not any
more.
Making some concession to his 90 years, he admits that riding in an automobile
this year is probably the wisest plan.
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ST EPHEN H. KETILE
Last West Greenwick Veteran Was in Fierce Battles
Durinlt Civil Wai

Sixty-eight boys from rural West Greenwich marched off to "fight for the right" in the
W arof the Rebellion more than 70 years ago,
bu t only one remains.
The other day this interviewer found 91year- old Stephen H. Kettle of the McGregor
Post, G. A. R., sunning himself near his potato
patch on windy Nooseneck Hill and whistling
a t une that sounded faintly rrminiscent of the
fife and drum.
Could Mr. Kettle as an old soldier oblige
with a few Civil War reminiscences? With a
smile, Mr. Kettle indicated nothing could be
easier.
He enrolled as a private Sept. 5, 1864, in
Co. D of the Second Rhode Island Infantry
and in very short order was sent to the front
to the Army of the Potomac under Grant and
Meade down to Virginia. The regiment played
a large part in the North's final drive against
Lee's starving soldiers at Petersburg and Richmond. During the winter it attacked the rebels in brief but bloody skirmishes from the
Last Sunivlng CivU War Veteran In trenches outside Petersburg. Mr. Kettle reWest Greenwich Recalls Battles H e
members well the skirmishes at Hatche's Run,
F ough t.
Fo rt Stedman and Fort Fisher.
Then came that early April week when
when the roads hardened and Lee's 37,000 ragged soldiers prepared for the inevitable
fight to a finish with Grant's 125,000 men.
At daybreak on the 2nd, the Rhode Island regiment with the Sixth Corps charged
Fort Fisher under heavy fire. It was the first to reach the workF and plant its regimental colors. Mr. Kettle can remember the sight of the fleeing rebels as he mounted the
earthworks with his comrades. Then during the night Lee withdrew and the Union
men marched into the city they had so long besieged.
"We had no trouble from the rebels then," Mr. Kettle said, "We burned Lee's headquarters when we got in. I remember it was a two-story white building. But we k€pt
on and fought all that week."
With the Confederates putting up a running fight as they retreated up the Appomattox toward the hoped-for safety of the Blue Ridge foot-bills, the regiment engaged
again at Sailer's Creek on the following Thursday.
"The rebels were on one side of the crick and we was on t'other," Mr. Kettle recalled. His regiment attacked part of the rebel Naval Brigade, charging to within
a few feet of the line. Bayonets and musket butts came into play as the soldiers fought
and floundered in three feet of swampy water....•...•.
Mr. Kettle rtmembers his captain falling fatally wounded. He was Charles W.
Gleason. a Rhode Island man who had worked up through the ranks from private.
He was very populai with his men.
Then on April 9 came the news of Lee's surrender at Appomattox Courthouse
as the regiment pushed on.
That was the end of adventure for Mr. Kettle and he went back to the West Greenwich farm whne he was raised.•••••• •• •••
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HENRY L. ESTEN
Ch epach et Vet era n is Last of C. E. Guild Post of G. A. R .

Up in the green hills of Northern Rhode
l!,Jand, lives G. A. R. post commander without
any comrades to command. His 88 years have
brought him near the. end of life.
But loss of contemporaries of a generation
be alone survives in that section is something
Henry L. Esten of Chepachct won't allow himself to grieve over. Severe illness has narrowed his world to one small room and a brief
glimpse out the window. But he's cheerful
because he believes he has much to be thankful
ful for yet.
His bent shoulders wrapped in a gray
balnket, he sat in a rocker the other day and
talked, showin& himself a kindly, good-humored
man. His eyes are marked by suffering but
they can twinkle. And twinkle they did as
his mind moved back down the years to a younger Henry who had watched enviously as his
older brother marched off to war.
"Not long after that.a friend, Oscar Aldrich,
and I decided we would enlist too. Both of us
were under age but that didn't mak( any difCbepachet Cini Wn~ Veteran, 88, Still ference. I had 86 cents in my pocket, I reCheerful, Althugh Confined t o Room member. We started off one day, from Harrisby Severe IUneSll.
wlle, went up to Worcester and enlisted. It
was as simple as that.
"Well, it wasn't long before Oscar's father found out and he was hopping mad.
He came up to Worcester, laid the blame all on me because I was older and tried to get
Oscar out of the army. But we had our uniforms and were soldiers. Oscar's father
even wmt to the commander and demanded his son's rdease. The officer told him to
take the boy out if he wanted to, but. says he, 'When the boy is home I'll come down
and swear out a warrant charging him with perjury in giving his age.' "
Mr. Esten laughed.
"Oscar's father never said a word to that. He just went back home."
Oscar failed to play the rok of the innocent boy led into the rough army life and
thereby mortified his pa. He went out from camp on French leave and was promptly
tossed into the guardhouse. The news got back home and again Oscar's father had
no word to say. That still gives Mr. Esten a chuckle.
Fortunately for the young soldiers, thty were encamped only a month before Lee
surrendered. They went home, unfired upon, but heroes nevertheless.
During his life, Mr. Esten worked hard in the mills throughout the section. The
hours in those days ran from before dawn to sunset and the pay was very poor. But
he took pride in his work and today he is still known as having bem one of the best
boss weavers in the section.
That reputation is something he is thankful for and he speaks of it quietly, without hint of boast. The illness that has weakened him the past two years has necessarily
kept him from participating in the Memorial Day celebrations of Glocester and
Burrillville. But he feels that as commander and last oomradc of the C. E. Guild Post
he is still keeping a flickering torch high in memory of all the old soldiers who have died.
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DAVID MILLS
Shannock Veteran, 93 Years Old, Laughs at His Civil
War Experiences
One Rebel bullet parted his hair and
another, arriving shortly afterwards, lacerated
a piece of pork in his knapsack, so that's why
David Mills of Shannock lived to tell his story
of the Civil War.
At 93, Mr. Mills is a short, rotund man, well
weather-beaten, with a large moustache, wispy
white hair and a charred old corncob pipe.
His chief characteristic, however, is a roar of
laughter that can loosen rafters.
Naturally most of his recollections are
humorous ones and apparently he never took
the war very seriously even though he participated in "22 separate engagements."
It was at the siege of Petersburg that Mr.
Mills's ration of pork was so badly wounded.
"The order come for a charge and so I
jumps up on the parapet," Mr. Mills said with
gestures. "I had a lot more hair then than I've
got now, and I guess that's what saved me.
Any way this bullet comes-whoosh! Right
across the top of my head. Say, it felt like
someone laid a hot poker across my scalp.
Resident of Sbannock who recalls bow Well, I fell back into the trench and all the boys
bullet parted his hair durJ.aa Civil they started hollering, 'Mills is killed.' But I
War.
jumps up and says 'No, I ain't!' and charged
right up the parapet again, luggin' my rifle.
Another bullet comes along and chun ks into my knapsack. It hit that pork and I went
down again!"
He let out a bellow of laughter that started a small dog yapping in the next room.
Then there was the time he was on leave and got tangled up with the mighty
General Benjamin F. Butler, a criminal lawyer who had gotten his post through political
pull, according to the histories.
Coming back from leave, Mr. Mills was hunting for his regiment and stopped in a
tent, covered with boughs for shade.
"The officer inside didn't have any uniform on. It was hot. So of course I didn't
know it was old Ben Butler himself. Well, he started askin' me all kinds of questions who I was, what my regiment was, my company number, where I was goin' and where
I come from. Finally he said he'd let me stay in the barracks over-night and send me
down to the regiment in the morning with some others in a cart.
"I started to go out when all of a sudden he begins askin' me questions all over
again, sharp like. 'Where'd you say you come from?' he says. Says I, real sassy like,
'I just told you!' Well say, he blows up and hollers out.'Guard, throw this man in the
bull pen!"
Mr. Mills fell back in his chair, closed one eye and exploded. His whole head
turned a bright pink. The dog next door approached hysterics.
Calming down, the old soldier went on to describe more exPeriences. Leaning
out of his rocker with a grunt, he traced on the floor with a stubby forefinger an outline
of the Petersburg fortifications. The siege of that town wasn't any fun at times. He
remembers one Rebel charge met by the massed Union riflemen.
"Those long lines of Johnnies kept coming in waves across the field and we just
mowed them down, line after line, like grass in front of a scythe. It was terrible!"
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RODMAN CARPENTER
Peace Dale Veteran One of Few Survivors of
Mobile Battle

''Strip your ve".~els and prepare for conllict. Send down all your superfluous spars
and rigging. Put up splinter nets and barricade.' the steersmen with sails and hammocks."
So opened the orders of Admiral Farragut
that presaged one of the lforccst naval bat tics
in history-Mobile Bay. Probably one of the
few mrvivors of that conflict in the country
is Rodman Carpenter of Peace Dale. He ran
away to join the Union navy as a cabin boy
and now at 91 he still remembers his ship, "the
bloody Lackawanna" as he calls her, and the
events of that hot August day.
The Lackawanna was one of a squadron
of 18 vessels that ran the gantlet of the J)Owerful guns of Fort Morgan and a torpedo-infested
bay to seal the fate of the Confederate city of
Mobile.
The squadron, with the warships lashed
two by two, set sail from thl' Gulf of Mexico
and ran the narrow passage into Mobile Bay
directly under the guns of Fort Morgan. The
Peace Dale Civil War Sunivor Gives
Vivid Recollecdon of Naval Battle Tecumseh, leading the squadron, was sunk alof Mobile Bay In Which H e Lost most immediately, but the others steamed
Ills Hcar1n11,.
straight ahead in accord with Farragut's famous command: "Damn the torped~! Follow me!"
Their starboard batteries belched fire and shot, answered by the slamming of
the guns on the fort. The heavy explosions deafened young Carpenter as he waited,
cooped up in the sick bay, as surgeon's aide, for the wounded that would come streaming below shortly. He never regained his hearing.
Once inside the bay, the squadron was met by the fire and ramming of the great
Confederate ironclad, Tennessee. A peculiar combat developed as the Union vessels
gave the Tennessee a taste of her own medicine and took turns steaming full tilt at the
squat Confederate. The Lackawanna took a crack at the Tennessee but sufferro only
a badly battered stem. Mr Carpenter still recollects the shock of that concussion.
The Lackawanna's captain, in a later reJ)Ort, stated that the two vessels swung
bow and stem after the collision. "A few of the enemy were seen through their Ports,
who were using the most opprobrious language," he wrote, "Our marines opened upon
them with muskets; even a spittoon and a holy-stone were thrown at them from out the
deck, which drove them away."
Soon the Tennessee raised a white flag and Mobile was in the J)Ower of the North.
Its blockade runners with irnJ)Ortant supplies for the South's anny were wiped out.
l\1r. Carpenter's term of the "bloody Lackawanna" was not exaggerated fot four
men were killed and 35 wounded during the fray. He served anothe1 nine months
in the Navy before the war ended. He does not entertain a high opinion of conditions
on board the vc'SSels. Both the ships and crews were "lousy" he ~ays. He was mustered out in May, 1865, while ~rving on the Princeton, a 10-gun bo:lt.
The infirmities of old age have confined him now to his home in Peace Dale. He
is the last m(;mber of Sedgewick Post of the G. A. R.
Memorial Day will not find him in line. but from his window he will be able to see
the excercises on the South Kingstown High School grounds. And the town's oarade
will halt in front of his home and salute the old sailor.
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EDWARD TAYLOR
Pawtuxet Valley Veteran Waited For No Emancipation
Proclamation.

He Escaped From A Maryland Plantation
To Join Union Forces

Seventy-six years ago a strapping young
Negro slave on a Maryland plantation heard,
far to the South, an ominous mmble. It lasted
all day. The Civil War h.1d begun.
Edward Taylor waited for no Emancipation proclamation. He made up his mind he
would have his freedom. ·one night he sneaked
off the plantation and streaked for Washington.
If he was to take his freedom, he must fight for
it, he decided. So he joined the Union Anny
and fought in it for a year and nine months.
Today, Edward Taylor has reached the
age of 95. Even though he sits in a chair, one
can see that he is a man over six feet tall. His
powerful frame and broad shoulders give evidence of a strength that has gone. An old
should€r wound bothers h!m a good deal. And
so he is content to sit all day, looking out ovn
the Pawtuxet Valley hills which he sees but
dimly. He lives in a world of silence, fot his
hearing is virtually gone.
The other day his daughters said he had
failed a great deal in the plSt year. Although
N~ro Slave, Who Escaped to J oin he says nothing, he seems to realize it himself.
Unlon Forces and FU11,ht for His It has m3de him remote and quiet.
Freedom, Now Sits Quietly Ail Day
But speak of the war and he come5 to life.
Lookln!l, Over Pawtuxet Valley HiUs.
There is a spark left. He 1emembers that he
is an old soldier, a m::m who fought for his freedom along with the Union men who were
fighting for that of his brethren. There is an echo of boisterous good humor in his
booming voice and his eyes light up. Though his mind moves slowly, he can remember.
He remembers the day Bull Run was fought. That was when he was a slave.
"It was a dark, gray dawn like this," he said, a Sunday. And the guns were
firing all day long, way off to the South." He th:>Ught a minute. "It was an awful
thing to hear, all day long," he said.
His daughters said that places and dates mean little to him now. But from the
things hf speaks of, 1ambling along, it i~ evident that he saw a good deal of fighting.
He is quite po,itive that he was wounded at a place called Natcherley's Bridge, but
he doesn't remember much about the battle. He was taken to a hospital at Key West,
so he must have been far to the South. For seven weeks he fought a winning fight in
the hospital. He remembers that clearly.
"Thought I'd never see Washington again," he said suddenly, because he had
caught the drift of the conversation, "but the Lord brought me through."
He mused a while and then said: "I've done lots of work in my day.
Hard work."
He smiled at that. . •..........
"Ain't many left now. They're dropping fast," he said and shook his head.
The conversation died down in the room as he turned his grizzled head and gazed
out the window dimly over the hills. Then he spoke again.
"Thought I'd never see Washington again, but the Lord brought me through.'
His voice was strong and he smiled happily.
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THEODORE HUDSON
One Of Three Survivors Of Three Thousand Tars
Rhode Island Gave To Union Navy In Civil War,
Recalls Near-Shipwreck Off Hat teras
The part played by the navy in the Civil War often is forgotten in a strife that
counted its greatest battles on land.
Nevertheless, the navy of the North turned out a fleet of ships-frigatPS, ironclads, even side-wheelers-that did yeomen service, not only in sea fights, but also in
the all-important work of carrying ammW1ition and supplies to the Union Anny bases
in the South.
Of the 3000 or more sailors Rhode Island gave to the Union, possibly only three
survived. One of them, appropriately, is a Newport man, born and bred.
He is Theodore Hudson, known as Teddy to his associates, and with Joseph T.
Ray comprises the entire Lawton-Warren Post of the G. A. R. in Newport.
He enlisted in February, 1865, at Goat Island ,where the Naval Torpedo Station
now stands. A doughty young tar of 16, he served a full two years, being assigned
first to the Santfe, a 49-gun frigate. Later he was transfured to the Winnipec, a sidewheeler carrying 10 guns. He was mustered out while on the Don.
The other two navy men are Capt. Horace F. Sisson of Westerly, who also served
on the old Santee, and Rodman Carpenter of Peace Dale. Most of the latter's service
was on the 14-gun steame1 Lackawanna.
Those days have almost faded from Mr. Hudson's memory now that he has
reached 89. Living within sight of Newport harbor and Goat Island, he sits in his
rocker, and only occasionally does he suddenly speak up and ramble on about the days
aboard ship. He talks of shipmates, captains he served under, whose character but
not names he can recall and a few incidents.
One of the strongest inpressions apparently was made by a near shipwreck off
Hatteras when he was serving as a landsman on the Don.
The vessel had left Brooklyn with a load of ammWlition fo1 one of Grant's bases
to the south. The ship ran into a gale of such tremendous power that ewry thing was
swept from the decks.
Mr. Hudson was forward when a sea broke over the bows and buried him and
other seamen. The pressure of the water broke one of his eardrums and since then his
hearing has been poor.
But the old boat finally weathered the blow and limped aroWld the Cape and up
the James river. Mr. Hudson remembers people lining the river banks, gaping in
amazement at a vessel without masts, superstructure, guns or even smokestack.
After being mustered out with an honorable discharge, Mr. Hudson returned to
Newport, where he has lived since. As long as he was able.he was a faithful memtxr
of the G.A.R.,but old age has weakened him, and he has been con£ined to his home
for some time.
He has his memories, however, not only of the days afloat but of friends long
since dead. These recollections are as brief as passing shadows, and shadows are all
he can see now aroW1d him, for he is almost blind.
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III. ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Honoring Lincoln

When all the bands are passing by,
And all the banners wave,
I always think of Lincoln,
The noble and the brave;
And when each year bis birthday comes,
Then all we boys tum out.
And cry, "Hurrah for Lincoln,"
And wave our flags and shout

Words of Lincoln

"Let us have that faith that right makes right, and in that faith let us, to the end,
dare to do our duty as we understand it."
"Gold is good in its place; but living patriotic men are better than gold."
"A nation may be said to consist of its territory, its people, and its laws."
"The reasonable man has long since agreed that intemperance is one of the greatest,
if not the greatest, of all evils among mankind."
"God must like common people, or He would not have made so many."
"The purposes of the Almighty are perfect and must prevail, though we erring
mortals may fail to accurately perceive them in advance."
"This country, with its institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit it".

Lincoln's Charge to the Color Bearer.
President Lincoln visited a camp of Rhode Island volunteers, at Washington,
for the purpose of assisting in the presentation of a set of regimental colors. It fell
to the lot of General William Ames, a second lieutenant in the regiment, to receive the
colors. As the flags were put into his hands the President said: "Young man,
guard these colors as you would the honor of your mother. Fight for them, and, if
need be, die for them. For, should they fall, free goverment will disappear from the
earth; injustice and oppression will continue to reign; right, liberty, and peace will
have no abiding place among us."
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Lincoln's Legacy

W

HEN WE LOOK on the man Lincoln, we see the typical American. His is the name
of every patriot writ large. In him we see the commonplace virtues of the
plain people carried to their crowning. In that homely face looking down in
tenderness, in that gaunt figure, bending over in helpfulness, we behold our own heroes
of every day, we see re.tlized the hopes and dreams of our own better selves. In his
martyrdom were all our soldiers slain. In him we see idealized all our dead. Lincoln's
dust rests in the tomb at Springfield amid his neighbors, in the people's city of the dead.
Above him a marble monument tells of a people's gratitude; about him fall a people's
tears.
But this picture of him is not that of a lifeless form to be looked upon with reverence
only. His is not a memory to be hallowed and laid away in fragrant nags. "Being
de1d, he yet speaketh." He beckons us to follow after his ways. His lips drop anew
the burning words of eloquent call to high and ready sacrifice. There is need now of
Lincoln's type of manhood. There are rebels against righteousness to fight, masters
of men's souls. even of their bo:iies. There are slaves to free-slaves of appetite
and passion, of greed and selfiEhness.
We need Lincoln's patriotism today. his willingness to help any and all in trouble,
his spirit of conc:.liation in the interests of peace, his readiness to risk all when the conflict is inevitable. We often temporize, hoping to ward off our troubles, as did he,
to ever postpone the day of conflict; but when the issue is drawn and the first shot
fired on the flag of our faith, may we be as ready to answer the call-even lay down our
lives. as he-for God and home and right.

KEEPING THE FAITH
(From Woodrow Wilson's Address when the cabin in which Lincoln was born
was presented to the nation as a memorial.)
The sacred hopes of mankind must constantly be rekindled, and only those who
live can rekindle them. The only stuff that can retain the life-giving heat is the stuff
of living hearts.-It will be great and lift a great light for the guidance of the nations
only if we are great and carry that light high for the guidance of our own feet. We
are not worthy to stand here unless we ourselves be in deed and in truth real democrats,
servants of mankind, ready to give our very lives for the freedom and justice and spiritual exaltation of the great nation which shelters and nurtures us.
Here Lincoln had his beginnings. Here the end and consummation of that great
life seem remote and a bit incredible. And yet there was no break anywhere between
beginning and end, no lack of natural sequence anywhere. Nothing really incredible
happened. Lincoln was unaffectedly as much at home in the White House as he was
here. Do you share with me the feeling, I wonder, that he was permanently at home
nowhere? It seems to me that in the case of a man-I would rather say of a spiritlike Lincoln the question of where he was is of little significance, that it is always what
he was that really arrests our thought and takes hold of our imagination. It is the
spirit always that is sovereign. Lincoln, like the rest of us, was put through the discipline of the wo~ld-a very rough and exicting discipline for him, and indispensable
discipline for every man wh, would know what he is about in the midst of the world's
affairs; but his spirit got only itsschooling there. It did not derive its character or its
vision from the experiences which brought it to its full revelation. The test of every
American must always be, not where he is, but what he is. That ,also, is of the essence
of democracy, and is the moral of which this place is most gravely expressive.
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LINCOLN'S MANUAL ON LIBERTY

Slavery and oppression must cease, or American liberty must perish.
I am naturally anti-flavery. If davery is not wrong, nothing is wrong.
The struggle of today is not al toge her for to1ay, it is for a vast future also.
Slavery is founded in the selfahness of man's nature-opposition to it in his love
of justice.
Those who shall hav<' tasted actual freedom I believe can never be ~laves or quasislaves again.
I go no further than this because I wish to avoid both the substance and the
appearance of dictation.
Whenever I hear anyone arguing for slavery, I fe~l a strong impulse to see it
tried on him personally.
The people will save their government if the government itself will do its part
only indifferently well.
Little by little, but steadily as a man's march to the grave, we have been giving
up the old, for the new faith.
If we cannot give freedom to every creature, let us do nothing that will impose
slavery upon any other creature.
The fight must go on. The cause of civil liberty must not be surrendered at the
end of one or even one hundred defeats.
Let not him who is homeless pull down the house of another, but let him labor
diligently to build one for himself.
They (Negroes) would help, in some trying time to come, to keep the jewel of
liberty within the family of freedom.
Thanks to all: for the great republic-for the principle it Jives by and keeps alive
-for man's vast futur-thanks to all.
Equality in society alike beats inequality, whether the latter be of the British
aristocratic sort or of the domestic slavery sort.
I wish to see all men free. I wish the national prosperity of the already free, which
I feel sure the extinction of slavery would bring.
Free labor has the inspiration of hope; pure slavery has no hope. The power
of hope upon human exertion and happiness is wonderful.
By general law life and limb must be protected, yet often a limb must be amputated to save a life; but a life is never wisely given to save a limb.
I leave you, hoping that the lamp of liberty will burn in your bosoms until there
shall no longer be a doubt that all men are created free and equal.
I have always thought that all men should be frne; but if any should be slaves,
it should be first those who desire it for themselves, and secondly, those who desire
it for others.
If there is anything which it is the duty of the whole people to never intrust to any
hands but their own, that thing is the preservation and perpetuity of their own liberties
and institutions.
The shepherd drives the wolf from the sheep's throat, for which the sheep thanks
the shepherd as his liberator, while the wolf denounces him for the same act, as the
destroyer of liberty, especially as the sheep was a black one. Plainly, the sheep and the
wolf are not agreed upon a definition of the word liberty; and precisely the same difference prevails today among us humans creatures, even in the North, and all professing to Jove liberty.
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I think a definition of genuine popular sovereignty in the abstract, would be about
this: That each man shall do precisely as he pleases with himself, and with all those
th:ngs which exclusively concern him . . . that a general government shall do all
those things which pertain to it, and all the local governments shall do precisely as they
please with respect to those matters which exclusively concern them.
LINCOLN LORE

ABRAHAM THIRD
A Play in One Act, By Fem Hague, New York
Characters:
Dave Jenkins, who knew Mr. Lincoln.
Old Corporal Grey, who also knew Mr. Lincoln.
Dan Jones, the storekeeper.
Mrs. Smith.
Abraham Conlin, known as Abe.
John, his friend.
Time: - The Present.
The interior of a country store. In the center of the room is a stove, and chairs
are placed about it. As curtain rises, Abe, a lad of ten, is dusting the counter. Enter
Dan Jones.
Dan.-A cold evening, boy, very cold.
Abe.-Yes sir, Mr. Jones.
Dan.-Well .boy?
Abe.-1 am sure the mill pond is frozen over. The boys are going skating.
Dan.-They want you to go?
Abe.-Yes, sir.
Dan.-Well, my boy, we will close the store early tonight and you may go skating.
Abe.-(Running about to straighten things).-Oh, thank you, sir.
Dan sits by the fire and reads his paper. Enter Mrs. Smith with a basket.
Mrs. Smith.-Good evening, Abe.
Abe.-Good evening, Mrs. Smith. What can I do for you?
Mrs. Smith.-! have a list of groceries here, but I left my spectscles at home.
Abe.-Shall I read it for you?
Mrs. Smith.-Yes.
Abe.-Three and a half of sugar (rushes off and gets it), six candles. Here they
are. One pound of butter (hurries off to get it, and, consulting the list), one ham
That will be two dollars and fourteen cents, Mrs. Smith.
Mrs. Smith.-What is all this hurrying about, Abe?
Abe.-We are going to close the store early tonight, because I am going skating.
Mrs. Smith.-! think the ice will be very nice, because it's so cold out. Here is
the money.
Abe.-Here is the change.
Exit Mrs. Smith.
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Abe (to himself).-! suppcse we will build a bonfire on the bank.
and Ed are going. James said he would call for me at eight o'clock.

Will, James

Enter Corpcral Grey and Dave Jenkins.
Dan.-Good evening.
Dave.- Good evening.
Corpcral Grey.- It's cold out tonight.
Dan.-Yes. Take chairs around the fire and warm yourselves.
Dave.-The mill pond is frozen over, Abe.
Abe.-Yes, sir. I am going skating tonight.
Dave.-Be careful, Abe. The mill pend is deeper now than it was when I was a
boy. It was much ~mailer then, too, and in the dry season you could see nothing
but mud. Why, I remembe1 once when one of father's pigs got stuck in the mud.
Dan.-Tell us about it.
Dave.-Somebody left the gate open and the little pig ran out. I ran after it,
but it went too fast and ran straight into the mill pond. I went after it, but
I .was too small to dare to go into the mud. So I stood on the bank crying because
the pig was stuck in the mud, squealing because it couldn't get out. Just then whom
do you think came by.?
AIL-Who?
Dave.-Abraham Lincoln.
AIL-Abraham Lincoln!
Dave.-Yes. He was on horse back, but when he saw me he dismounted and
said, "What's the trouble, my child?" I said, "I can't get my pig out of the mud;
And what do you suppose he did?
All.-What?
Dave.-He walked straight into the mud and took out my pig.
AIL-He did?
Dave.-Yes. Then he mounted his horse and rode on to town where he was to
make a speech.
Dan.-He was a very kind man.
Abe.-Even kind to pigs.
Corpcral.-He was just as kind to the poor as to the rich. During the war, I
was one of the soldiers stationed at the White House. One day I was standing near
the front entrance and saw an old woman mount the steps. One of the soldiers stopped
her and asked her what she wanted. The old woman replied that she wanted to see
Mr. Lincoln, because she had heard so much about him. The soldiers told the old
woman that Mr. Lincoln was too busy to see her. Just then President Lincoln opened
the door and came out. He smiled and said, "What can I do for you, my good woman?'•
The woman looked at Mr. Lincoln and said, "I've walked a long way to see
Abraham the Second." Mr. Lincoln said, "I am Abraham, but why the second?" The
old woman said, "Abraham of the Bible is Abraham the First. He was a wonderfully
great man. You are like him. You are Abraham the second." Tears rose in Lincoln's eyes. He took off his hat to the old woman and said, "That is the greatest
praise I have ever received."
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Dan.-He surely was one of our greatest men.
Abe.-1 wish I could be like him.
Dan.-You are a nice boy, Abe. Perhaps you will be like him, if you try hard.
Come, friends, let us go home, so Abe can close the store and go skating.
Dave.-All right, ccme along.
Corporal .-Good-night.
Exeunt Dave and the Corporal.
Abe.-Good night, sir.
Dan.- Just count the money, lock up, and then go skating, my boy. Good-night.
Exit Dan.
Abe.-(counting the money).-Eight dollars and twenty-four cents. How is
this? I sold only eight dollars and four cents worth of things. I have twenty cents
too much. I wonder if I charged Mrs. Smith too much. Yes ,I did. The twenty
cents is hers. Now, wasn't that a careless mistake for me to make!
Enter John.
John.-Hello, Abe. I stopped at your house and got your skates.
Abe.-What do you think I'w done?
John.-What?
Abe.-l've overcharged Mrs. Smith for groceries. I owe her twenty cents.
John.-Well, take it back in the morning.
Abe.-When she looks over her groceries and reckons up the cost she will find
out the mistake. You see, she trusted me to calculate for her, because she had left
her glasses at home.
John.-Well, tell her about the mistake in the morning.
Abe.-No, something might happen, and then she would never get thE money.
It wds my mistake, so I must correct it tonight. Abraham the Second would.
Jchn.-Who is he?
Abe.-Abraham Lincoln.
John.-Oh, yes. You know, he did make a mistake about change once. A poor
widow bought something in his store. After she had gone, he found he had charged
her too much.
Abe.-What did he do?
John.-That same night he walked to the widow's house, which was three miles
from the store, and returned the money.
Abe.-That settles it. I am going to take Mrs. Smith her twenty cents toni,zht.
John.-And miss skating? Why?
Abe.-Because it is right, and because I am going to try very hard to be Abraham
the Third.
New Mexico Special Day Exercises

"They closed the ledger and they stilled the loom,
?, The plough left rusting in the prairie farm;
They saw but 'Union' in the gathering gloom;
And tearless women helped the men to arm."

